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At Pentel we pride ourselves on quality, innovation and reliability, and this is reflected throughout our entire range of products. In the following pages you will find tried and trusted favourites, together with new and exciting products, all giving you the performance you expect from Pentel.

It is estimated that Pentel innovation has inspired in the region of two-thirds of writing instruments technology in everyday use around the world. Throughout our fantastic range of products, from the quick-drying, smudge-free EnerGel, to the colourful and convenient Pentel Arts collection, there’s something to inspire everyone to be creative.

Our Recycology range reflects our commitment to manufacturing products that are safe for the environment. The collection consists of display books and presentation files that are all made from at least 50% recycled materials, without compromising quality.

To complement our range of products we offer a variety of merchandising solutions and displays. For more information see page 60

Pentel have a company-wide total quality management programme and our factories are registered to ISO standards. We are devoted to developing products that benefit consumers and the environment by using low-odour inks and recycled materials where possible.

For more information on any of our products please contact your local representative or call our customer services team on 00 44 (0) 1793 823333.

E-mail salesoffice@pentel.co.uk or visit our website: www.pentel.co.uk
Pentel is proud to be a corporate partner of Breast Cancer Now, Prostate Cancer UK and the Marie Keating Foundation. Thanks to your support we continue to raise thousands of Pounds to help fund vital projects in the UK and Ireland to improve the lives of those who suffer from, or are affected by, cancer.

We’ve supported Breast Cancer Now since 2006 and we’ve raised over £1.1 million for the charity to date.

For Prostate Cancer UK, we have raised over £415,000.

During our recent relationship with the Marie Keating Foundation we’ve helped raise valuable funds for the very important projects supported by the charity in Ireland.

Our special edition products are available from many customers, plus our own online store. We make a donation to the respective charity for every pen sold through these channels, which you will find online and on packaging and point-of-sale materials.

You can keep up to date with our latest fundraising totals by visiting our website: www.pentel.co.uk

As responsible manufacturers Pentel strive to ensure that the natural resources we employ are used economically and sensitively throughout our entire company operations.

In product development, where possible we use recycled materials such as plastics and paper. We also make many products that can be used for a long time – for example refillable pens and mechanical pencils.

The number of Pentel products with a demonstrable ecological benefit increases every year. But it’s not necessarily a new initiative: for many years Pentel has been seeking ways of producing longer lasting products that are more efficient to produce and require fewer of the world’s valuable virgin resources.

Our commitment to the principles of the three Rs – reduce, reuse, recycle – manifests nowhere more strongly than in Recycology. A philosophy that informs many aspects of our business – from the way Pentel endeavour to reduce power consumption to the use of recycled materials in our products - Recycology is also the name of a Pentel filing and presentation range.

Recycology files, display books and organisers are made from at least 50% recycled materials*, designed to reduce manufacturing impact on the environment. But, use of recycled materials does not mean we compromise quality or performance.

Throughout this catalogue you will see the Recycology logo next to many of our products, including pens, markers, mechanical pencils and correction products, denoting the use of a minimum of 50% recycled materials*.

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding consumables

Breast Cancer Now funds world-class research projects across the UK and Ireland that could help put an end to the disease. Its aim is that by 2050 no one will die from breast cancer. Visit www.breastcancernow.org for more information

See page 9 for product details.

Prostate Cancer UK fights to help more men survive prostate cancer and enjoy a better quality of life. The charity funds research, raises awareness and improves care for those affected by the disease. Visit www.prostatecanceruk.org for more information

See page 9 for product details.

The aim of The Marie Keating Foundation is to “enlighten not frighten”. The charity is now a leading voice in cancer awareness and information for both men and women in Ireland. Visit www.mariekeating.ie for more information

See page 9 for product details.

With its revolutionary low viscosity liquid gel ink, the EnerGel formula is quicker drying and smoother flowing than ordinary gel ink, giving a similar sensation to liquid ink. Because the ink dries super quickly it’s appreciated by right and left-handed writers alike, as it produces smudge-free results on paper or hands.

Unlike liquid ink products, though, EnerGel doesn’t need a regulator to control its flow – the ink is delivered directly from the reservoir or refill to the tip in one smooth transition. That’s why the family of EnerGel products gives you the ultimate, yet affordable, writing experience. The majority of the EnerGel range is made from a minimum of 50% recycled material.
Premium retractable roller pen
Smart metal body, pocket clip and nib advance
Wave design, grooved finger grip for extra control
Lightweight barrel for comfortable writing all day
Supplied with black ink

NEW! Waterproof, light-fast and fade-resistant ink
Archive-safe - perfect for signing cheques, contracts and other legal documents
Conforms to ISO 27668-2 standard
Sophisticated black barrel with gold (0.5mm) or silver (0.7mm) trim
Made from 54% recycled material*%

NEW! Rubber finger grip with grooved finger print support
Metal pocket clip
Push button retractable nib
Choice of 2 tip sizes
0.7mm available in 12 colours
Contains 54% recycled material*%

NEW! Barrel colour

NEW! Barrel colour
ENERGEL

- Chunky barrel with smooth rubber finger grip
- Metal pocket clip
- Choice of 2 tip sizes
- Contains 50% recycled material

Special pink barrelled EnerGel to support Breast Cancer Now & Marie Keating Foundation
£0.25/€0.30 donated to Breast Cancer Now/Marie Keating Foundation for every pen sold
Metal pocket clip
Push button retractable nib
BL77P 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width
LR7 Refill
BL107 0.5mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
LR10 Refill

- Smooth rubber finger grip
- Translucent colour finish
- Push button retractable nib
- Choice of 2 tip sizes
- Contains 84% recycled material

BL107 0.5mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
LR7 Refill
BL110 0.5mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
LR10 Refill

ENERGEL Plus

- Comfortable rubber finger grip
- Metal pocket clip
- Choice of 3 tip sizes
- Contains 71% recycled material

Special white-barrelled EnerGel to support Prostate Cancer UK
£0.25 donated to Prostate Cancer UK for every pen sold
Metal pocket clip
Push button retractable nib
BL77SW 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width
LR7 Refill

Cancer Research UK is a registered charity in England and Wales (108946), Scotland (SC042677), the Isle of Man (1431) and Jersey (284). Registered charity number 187212.
Pentel’s gel is a pigment-based ink which is waterproof and rich in colour. Perfect for creative use or everyday writing, the ink flows smoothly to the last drop. There are many products and styles to choose from within the popular range, with stunning colours and a variety of tip sizes.

All Pentel gel rollers are acid-free. The Hybrid Dual Metallic is Pentel’s latest innovation – and what a sensation it is! With its sparkling iridescent gel ink, it looks different on dark or light paper: Hybrid Dual Metallic is unlike any other gel pen.

Other special features found in some of our gel pen range include fade-resistant ink, suitable for official documents (as used in our fantastic Hyper G gel roller).

Our classic rollerballs include the world-famous Ball Pentel, with its smooth flowing, water-based ink and iconic green barrel.

GEL PENS & CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

• Retractable gel roller with ergonomic triangular-shaped barrel
• Comfortable rubber grip
• Add colour and personality to your handwriting
• Press end button to advance tip, push side button to retract

K437CR
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width

K110
1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width

8 shimmering metallic pens
Each pen produces a different shade on dark or light coloured paper
See two different colours at different angles
Irresistibly smooth
Perfect for cards, decorations, pictures, drawings and designs

Scan this code for more product information
**GEL PENS AND CLASSIC ROLLER-**

**Oh!Gel**
- Retractable gel roller for everyday use
- Consistent ink flow
- Smooth rubber grip
- Atractive honeycomb pattern on barrel

**KL105**
- Ideal for office and everyday use
- Ultra fine nib, perfect for definition
- Fade-resistant ink ideal for important and archived documents
- Rubber finger grip for added comfort and control

**Slicci**
- Ultra smooth flowing pigment gel ink
- Shimmering metallic shades
- Collectable fashion colours ideal for scrapbooking
- Steal, shorter length barrel
- Contains 87% recycled material*

**KL267**
- Innovative document-friendly pigment ink
- Fade-resistant and waterproof ink
- Ideal for official and archived documents
- Comfortable rubber grip
- Unusual diamond-shaped cone
- Contains 57% recycled material*

**HyperG**
- Innovative document-friendly pigment ink
- Fade-resistant and waterproof ink
- Ideal for official and archived documents
- Comfortable rubber grip
- Unusual diamond-shaped cone
- Contains 57% recycled material*

**HyperG Grip DX**
- Distinctive chunky barrel
- Ultra smooth flowing pigment gel ink
- Delivers smooth and stress-free writing
- Rubber finger grip for comfort
- Metal pocket clip
- Metallic or everyday colours

**KL105 Esseitals**
- Ideal everyday writing pen
- Sculpted rubber finger grip for optimum control and comfort
- Ideal for office, home or school
- Crystal-style barrel
- Easy view of remaining ink level

**K116**
- 0.8mm tip gives approx a 0.4mm line width

**K230E**
- 1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width

**BG208M**
- 0.8mm tip gives approx a 0.4mm line width

*Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink and refil

**Scan this code to watch product video**

**Refil**
- Innovative document-friendly pigment ink
- Fade-resistant and waterproof ink
- Ideal for official and archived documents
- Comfortable rubber grip
- Unusual diamond-shaped cone
- Contains 57% recycled material*

**KL257**
- 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width

**K407**
- 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width

**KLR7**
- Refil

**Available while stocks last**
BALLPOINT PENS

Our range of ballpoint pens provides an excellent choice of different designs, from the comfortable Kachiri to the popular everyday Superb.

Each ballpoint pen has its own unique style, contains oil-based ink and delivers smooth, stress-free writing. Our low-viscosity ballpoints provide the smoothest of writing experiences.

Whether you’re looking for a refillable pen, or an everyday writing product, there’s a choice to suit your requirements here.

GEL PENS AND CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

Hybrid Gel Grip

PASTEL

- The same looks as other Hybrid gel rollers, but in white ink
- Dramatic on dark coloured paper
- Comfortable rubber finger grip, ideal for prolonged use
- Ideal for photo albums, crafts and creative projects

CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

Ball Pentel

- Original smooth writing rollerball
- Distinctive green barrel
- Tried and tested cushioned ball tip
- Water-based ink
- Writes for up to 2,200 metres
- Contains 77% recycled material*

*Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

DOCUMENT PEN

- Fine point, metal tipped rollerball
- Permanent pigment-based ink
- Fade-resistant
- Suitable for official documents

**SELLER**
Ballpoint Pens

**KACHIRI**
- Retractable ballpoint pen with ergonomic, latex-free triangular finger grip for added comfort and control
- Larger tip size helps provide a smooth writing feel

**.e-ball**
- Retractable ballpoint pen with smooth, comfortable rubber grip
  - Choice of 2 tip sizes
  - Contains 78% recycled material*

  *Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

  **BK400**
  - 1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width

**VICUÑA X**
- Retractable ballpoint pen with ultra smooth low-viscosity ink
  - Contains 78% recycled material*

  *Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

  **BX107**
  - 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width

**RETRACTABLE BALLPOINT PEN**
- Ultra slim barrel
  - Finger grip for comfortable support
  - Affordable, everyday use

  **BK417**
  - 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width

**SUPERB**
- Original, superior ballpoint pen
  - Slimline barrel
  - Pen tip cleaned each time cap is replaced
  - Excellent for shorthand and note taking
  - Choice of 2 tip sizes
  - Superb Medium has a grooved finger grip for extra comfort

  **BK401**
  - 1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width

**SUPERB G**
- Longer length chunky barrel
  - Well balanced shape
  - Comfortable rubber finger grip
  - Choice of 2 tip sizes
  - Contains 89% recycled material*

  *Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

  **BK417M**
  - 1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width

**BRELLA**

**available while stocks last**
PLASTIC/FIBRE TIP PENS

Pentel developed the very first fibre tipped pen - the world famous Sign Pen - over 50 years ago. This product, along with others such as the Ultra Fine Pen, helped establish our reputation for performance and innovation. Half a century on, Sign Pen and Ultra Fine are still firm favourites in the studio, office, college and home, complemented by new members of the family and, of course, our famous delta-nibbed fountain pen range.

**Ultra Fine**

- Original plastic-tipped fineliner
- Ideal for figure-work or stencilling
- Water-based ink
- Distinctive orange barrel
- Tip housed in supportive metal sleeve

**Handwriter**

- Plastic-tipped pen
- Durable tip resists pressure on the nib
- Great for those learning to write
- Water-based ink
- Ideal for practising handwriting skills

**Sign Pen**

- The original fibre-tipped pen
- The designer’s choice - perfect for graphics and illustrations
- Non-permanent water-based ink in 12 colours
- For office, college or home
- Made from 83% recycled material*  
  *Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink. Black, red, green and grey only carry recycled material.

**COLOUR PEN**

- Superior general graphics pen
- Water-soluble ink
- Durable fibre tip
- Ideal for illustrations, artwork and projects

For colour sets see page 49
**Fountain Pentel**

- Original ‘delta’-shaped nib fountain pen
- Smooth flowing, water-based ink
- No messy refilling
- Variable line width
- Firm feel one side, flexible response the other

**Pentel Stylo**

- Flexible plastic nib fountain pen
- Smooth flowing water-based ink
- Double-sided ‘delta’ shaped nib adapts to handwritter’s style
- Ideal for those learning to write or improving their writing skills

When it comes to markers, Pentel products offer unparalleled quality, reliability and performance. Our extensive range provides a product for virtually every purpose, from tough, durable permanent markers for a variety of surfaces, to dry wipe markers for presentations and meetings, liquid chalk markers for everyday signs and notices, and highlighters for colour-coding, underlining or ear-marking key passages of text or figures.

It’s no wonder we’ve been a leader of marker technology for many years.
**N50 Bullet Point & N60 Chisel Tip**

- Two of the UK’s favourite permanent markers
- Robust aluminium barrels
- Bonded fibre tips retain their shape
- Will write on almost any surface including cardboard, plastic, metal, wood, glass
- Vivid waterproof ink
- Our No.1 range for many years!

**N50 Bullet Point**
- 4.3mm tip gives approx a 2.2mm line width

**N60 Chisel Tip**
- Tip size from 5.7mm to 3.9mm

---

**NN50 Bullet Point & NN60 Chisel Tip**

- Excellent value permanent markers with plastic barrels
- Low-odour xylene and toluene-free ink
- Suitable for use on most surfaces
- Ventilated safety cap
- Ideal for general marking
- Contain 85% recycled material*

**NN50 Bullet Point**
- 5.0mm tip gives approx a 2.5mm line width

**NN60 Chisel Tip**
- Tip size from 5.8mm to 3.9mm

---

**N850 Bullet Point & N860 Chisel Tip**

- Excellent value permanent markers with plastic barrels
- Low-odour ink
- Specially moulded, anti-roll cap
- Suitable for use on most surfaces
- Ideal for everyday use

**N850 Bullet Point**
- 4.2mm tip gives approx a 2.1mm line width

**N860 Chisel Tip**
- Tip size from 4.5mm to 1.8mm

---

**NX50 Bullet Point**

- Plastic barreled permanent marker
- Convenient retraction mechanism
- No cap to lose - carry it anywhere!
- Tip protector - to reduce the risk of drying out
- Suitable for most surfaces
- Contains 66% recycled material*

**NX50 Bullet Point**
- 5.0mm tip gives approx a 2.5mm line width

---

**Twin-Tipped Permanent Marker**

- Innovative permanent marker
- Twin tip - medium bullet one end, fine point the other
- Suitable for use on CDs, DVDs, plastic, vinyl, metal, glass, cardboard and some wood surfaces

**N65W Bullet/Fine Point**
- Bullet point - 3.5mm tip gives approx a 1.8mm line width
- Fine tip - 0.6mm tip gives approx a 0.3mm line width

---

**N50 Bullet Point & N60 Chisel Tip**

- Two of the UK’s favourite permanent markers
- Robust aluminium barrels
- Bonded fibre tips retain their shape
- Will write on almost any surface including cardboard, plastic, metal, wood, glass
- Vivid waterproof ink
- Our No.1 range for many years!

**N50 Bullet Point**
- 4.3mm tip gives approx a 2.2mm line width

**N60 Chisel Tip**
- Tip size from 5.7mm to 3.9mm

---

**N850 Bullet Point & N860 Chisel Tip**

- Excellent value permanent markers with plastic barrels
- Low-odour ink
- Specially moulded, anti-roll cap
- Suitable for use on most surfaces
- Ideal for everyday use

**N850 Bullet Point**
- 4.2mm tip gives approx a 2.1mm line width

**N860 Chisel Tip**
- Tip size from 4.5mm to 1.8mm

---

**NX50 Bullet Point**

- Plastic barreled permanent marker
- Convenient retraction mechanism
- No cap to lose - carry it anywhere!
- Tip protector - to reduce the risk of drying out
- Suitable for most surfaces
- Contains 66% recycled material*

**NX50 Bullet Point**
- 5.0mm tip gives approx a 2.5mm line width

---

**Refill**

**NR2 Refill available while stocks last**

---

*Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink and refill

**NR2 refill available while stocks last**
JUMBO FELT PEN

- Large, extra capacity permanent marker
- Ideal for posters, notices etc.
- Hard-wearing chisel tip
- Permanent, waterproof ink

WHITE MARKERS

- Valve-controlled marker for non-absorbent surfaces - e.g. rubber, glass etc.
- White china clay pigment ink
- Choice of tip styles for different applications including fine point marker with interchangeable tips
- The top white marker on the market

CD/DVD MARKER

- Pen-style marker with ventilated safety cap
- Permanent ink suitable for CDs, DVDs, glass, metal, vinyl and plastic
- Bullet point
- Write on non-recordable side
- Made from 89% recycled material*

FABRIC MARKER

- Low-odour fabric marker
- Suitable for use on natural, absorbent fabric
- Bullet point
- Ventilated safety cap

MARKERS

- Valve-controlled marker for non-absorbent surfaces - e.g. rubber, glass etc.
- White china clay pigment ink
- Choice of tip styles for different applications including fine point marker with interchangeable tips
- The top white marker on the market

SUPERFINE POINT PERMANENT MARKER

- Low-odour permanent marker
- Super fine tip housed in metal support
- Ideal for accuracy and precision
- Ventilated safety cap

*Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink.
DRYWIPE MARKERS

**MAXIFLO**

- High quality, long lasting dry wipe marker
- Unique pump action system to replenish ink supply if tip has dried out
- Vivid pigment-based liquid ink
- For white or porcelain boards
- Remove with a dry cloth or board eraser
- Bullet point or chisel tip
- Made from 50% recycled material*

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

**MWL5M Bullet Point**
6.0mm tip gives approx a 3.0mm line width

**MWL5S Chisel Tip**
Tip size from 5.7mm to 2.0mm

Scan this code to watch Maxiflo product video

**MAXIFLO**

- All the benefits of Maxiflo medium but with a fine bullet point or chisel tip

**MWL85 Bullet Point**
4.0mm tip gives approx a 2.0mm line width

**MWL85 Chisel Tip**
Tip size from 4.6mm to 1.5mm

**MW85 & MW86**

- Excellent value, everyday dry wipe marker
- Suitable for use on white or porcelain boards
- Vibrant pigment-based ink
- Unique shaped anti-roll cap

**MW85 Bullet Point**
4.3mm tip gives approx a 2.1mm line width

**MW86 Chisel Tip**
Tip size from 4.5mm to 1.8mm

- **EASYFLO**

- Liquid ink marker with unique ‘tip and go’ mechanism
- Point nib downwards for quick ink reviving action if tip dries out
- Vivid colours, pigment-based ink
- For white or porcelain boards
- Visible ink reservoir
- Made from 93% recycled material**

**MW50M Bullet Point**
6.0mm tip gives approx a 3.0mm line width

**MW85 & MW86**

Scan this code to watch Easyflo product video

**EASYFLO**

- Liquid ink marker with unique ‘tip and go’ mechanism
- Point nib downwards for quick ink reviving action if tip dries out
- Vivid colours, pigment-based ink
- For white or porcelain boards
- Visible ink reservoir
- Made from 93% recycled material**

**MW50 M Bullet Point**
6.0mm tip gives approx a 3.0mm line width

**MW85 & MW86**

- Excellent value, everyday dry wipe marker
- Suitable for use on white or porcelain boards
- Vibrant pigment-based ink
- Unique shaped anti-roll cap

**MW85 Bullet Point**
4.3mm tip gives approx a 2.1mm line width

**MW86 Chisel Tip**
Tip size from 4.5mm to 1.8mm

**MW85 & MW86**

Scan this code to watch Maxiflo product video
Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Markers

- Semi-permanent formula - won’t run off in a light shower
- Remove with a damp cloth or non-bleach-based household cleaner, and a non scratch scourer (may be difficult to erase from uneven surfaces)
- Valve-activated flow, no blobbing or leaking
- Ideal for use on slate chalk boards and non-porous surfaces (e.g. glass)
- Perfect for fêtes, canteens, pubs and clubs, crafts etc.
- Pigment-based ink
- Standard or jumbo size chisel tip

**IMPORTANT**

“This product is suitable for use on conventional slate chalkboards and glass. Do not use on vinyl, wood and painted MDF ‘chalk’ boards. For removal tips from suitable surfaces please visit www.pentel.co.uk or scan this code.”

---

Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Markers

- Semi-permanent formula - won’t run off in a light shower
- Remove with a damp cloth or non-bleach-based household cleaner, and a non scratch scourer (may be difficult to erase from uneven surfaces)
- Valve-activated flow, no blobbing or leaking
- Ideal for use on slate chalk boards and non-porous surfaces (e.g. glass)
- Perfect for fêtes, canteens, pubs and clubs, crafts etc.
- Pigment-based ink
- Standard or jumbo size chisel tip

**IMPORTANT**

“This product is suitable for use on conventional slate chalkboards and glass. Do not use on vinyl, wood and painted MDF ‘chalk’ boards. For removal tips from suitable surfaces please visit www.pentel.co.uk or scan this code.”

---

**Cellulose-based paint marker**

- Suitable for many surfaces, especially thick card, metal, glass or plastic
- Permanent, opaque pigment-based ink
- Vivid, paint-like colours
- Plastic barrel

**Cellulose-based paint marker**

- Suitable for many surfaces, especially thick card, metal, glass or plastic
- Permanent, opaque pigment-based ink
- Vivid, paint-like colours
- Plastic barrel
**HIGHLIGHTERS**

- One pen, with two tips!
- Great combination for highlighting, underlining and colour coding
- Chisel tip one end, fine bullet point the other
- Rubber finger grip that sits flush with the barrel
- Vivid ink
- Made from 88% recycled material*

---

**ILLUMINA**

- Vivid water-based ink
- Suitable for use on most paper
- Great for highlighting, underlining and colour coding
- Ideal for office, home or classroom
- Chisel tip

---

**Twin Checker**

- Twin chisel-tipped highlighter
- Two colours in one pen
- Yellow/orange, yellow/light green, yellow/pink or yellow/sky blue
- Transparent, vivid ink

---

**MARKER USAGE GUIDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nib</th>
<th>Water resistant</th>
<th>Foilogy</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Plastic</th>
<th>Rubber</th>
<th>Wood</th>
<th>Chalkboard</th>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>ID/OD</th>
<th>White board</th>
<th>Chalk board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N50/60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN50/60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N65V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N850/60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NX50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X100W/WL/WS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMS51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMS50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWL5M/MWL6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWL55/6S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW50M/60M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW85/86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMW26/56*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP20/MP10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP10/ MMP10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*SMW26/56 are suitable for use on conventional slate chalk boards and glass. Do not use on vinyl, wood and painted MDF ‘chalk’ boards. For removal tips from suitable surfaces please visit the product section of our website www.pentel.co.uk.

Heavy duty permanent marker ink may ‘bleed’ through lighter paper. Always test suitability before extensive use.

---

Test first to avoid bleed through
MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

Fine lead mechanical pencil technology has been a Pentel speciality for over 50 years. Our wide range of products offers an exceptional choice of pencils for professional, commercial and domestic use. The range is complemented by Pentel refill leads, which are stronger and longer-lasting than ordinary leads. Our new AIN STEIN range is our strongest ever refill lead, with ultimate resistance to breakage and superb density of colour.

**P200 SERIES**
- Expertly engineered for drawing, drafting or writing
- Ideal for precision and accuracy
- Constant line width
- Supplied with 6 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads, plus replaceable eraser
- 0.3mm has a clearing pin attached to the eraser

**ORENZE**
- NEW! Unique anti-breaking, lead protection system
- Write without advancing the lead - click once!
- Metal sleeve slides up automatically as the lead is used, offering maximum lead protection
- Perfect for plans and detailed illustrations
- Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer refill leads
- Choice of 4 sizes, including 0.2mm, the world’s finest mechanical pencil lead

Scan this code to watch product video
### Pentel 120 A3
- Excellent quality general writing and drawing pencil
- Rubber grip for comfort and control
- Constant line width
- Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

### .e-sharp
- Unique lead-maximising system - minimises wastage
- Allows maximum use of lead before advancing new lead
- Long-lasting jumbo eraser
- Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads
- Made from 72% recycled material*

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding leads and eraser

### Pentel Wow!
- Innovative triangular shaped barrel and finger grip for added comfort and control
- Sleeve retracts fully into barrel to protect pockets
- Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

### ENERGIZE
- Stylish mechanical pencil with silver coloured barrel
- Soft rubber grip with fingerprint pattern for comfort and control
- Choice of grip colours
- Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

### Twist-Erase
- Jumbo sized eraser - twist barrel to reveal
- Popular pencil with comfortable rubber grip
- Metal pocket clip
- Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads

### Twist-Erase GT
- Cotton reel-shaped finger grip for better control
- Twist barrel to reveal jumbo size eraser
- Metal pocket clip
- Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads

### Fiesta
- Value auto pencil for everyday writing
- Grooved finger grip for comfort and control
- Large eraser
- Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads

### Techniclick G
- Chunky barrel
- Side-action switch to advance lead
- Comfortable rubber grip
- Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer HB leads and large eraser

### MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

---

**34**

---

**35**
**SHARPLET**

- Quality writing and drawing pencil at an affordable price
- Adjustable metal pocket clip
- Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

**GRAPHGEAR 1000 MECHANICAL PENCIL**

- Quality mechanical pencil with brushed steel barrel
- Rubber grip ‘pips’ for added comfort and control
- Sliding sleeve to advance and retract lead
- Lead grade indicator
- Pocket clip sleeve retraction system
- Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads

**GRAPHGEAR 500**

- Quality mechanical pencil with stippled brushed metal grip
- 4mm sleeve to protect lead
- Lead grade indicator
- Supplied with 6 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

**P365 NEW!**

- Metal and rubber grip for comfort and control
- Lower centre of gravity - provides stability for drafting and general use
- Tiered point and 4mm fixed sleeve
- Supplied with 6 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads

---

**NEW!**

**COLOURED LEADS**

- Super-strong with dense composition
- Slow wear rate
- Red or blue
- 12 leads per tube

---

**SUPER HI-POLYMER REFILL LEADS**

- About 10% stronger than other Pentel leads thanks to a ceramic cell structure
- Supplied in convenient swivel-top tubes
- Smoother than other refill leads on the market
- Suitable for most mechanical pencils
- Made from 92% recycled material*

---

**MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS**

- About 10% stronger than other Pentel leads thanks to a ceramic cell structure
- Supplied in convenient swivel-top tubes
- Smoother than other refill leads on the market
- Suitable for most mechanical pencils
- Made from 92% recycled material*

---

**COLOURED LEADS**

- Super-strong with dense composition
- Slow wear rate
- Red or blue
- 12 leads per tube

---

**NEW!**
Pentel developed the very first valve-controlled correction pen for neat, accurate cover-ups. We went one better with Micro Correct, a metal-tipped correction pen, which puts you in control of your correcting, with no mess, no waste and no fuss!

Our latest innovation, Correct Express, dries quickly and evenly to give a smooth, flat surface for writing over, with no lumps and bumps.

Pentel’s correction range encompasses liquid and tape products for covering pen ink, plus low-debris erasers for mistakes made in pencil. Excellent performance and long lasting value are the hallmarks of our range.

**CORRECTION PENS & TAPE**

**Correct Express**

- Super quick and even drying, creates a flat surface for neat and tidy re-writing
- Fine metal tip and valve-controlled flow provides accurate application
- A built-in agitator keeps Correct Express fresh and always free-flowing
- Opaque low-odor white fluid provides excellent first-time coverage

**ZLE52**
Contains 7ml of fluid

**Corrected areas are smooth and easy to re-write over**

**Micro Correct**

- The original metal-tipped correction pen
- Dispenses fluid exactly where needed
- Valve-controlled flow makes corrections neat and accurate
- Every last drop of fluid can be used
- Low-odor, trichloroethane-free formula
- Long-lasting size

**ZL31**
Contains 12ml of fluid

**Corrected areas are smooth and easy to re-write over**

**CORRECTION TAPE**

- Mega long-lasting correction tape
- Lasts up to three times longer than standard correction tapes
- Easy to use - ideal for text, figures etc.
- Write over it straight away
- Best value per cm on the market!
- Made from 84% recycled material*

**ZT54PB**
Contains 25m of tape - 4.2mm wide

*Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding correction tape
HI-POLYMER ERASER

- Excellent quality pencil eraser
- Micro capsule formula gives super-clean results
- Less friction and effort than ordinary erasers
- Minimal debris
- Protective sleeve

ZEH05 Small
ZEH10 Medium

ClicEraser NEW!

- Plastic eraser held in a pen-shaped protective sleeve
- Ratchet system to advance and retract eraser
- Handy pocket clip and rubber grip for comfort
- Refillable - excellent long lasting value!

ZE11T-C Eraser barrel
ZER-2 Refill

MECHANICAL PENCIL REFILL ERASERS

- Suitable for many Pentel mechanical pencils
- Tube of 4 erasers
- Erasers supplied in protective metal sleeve

Z2-1N 4 pcs per tube

ART MATERIALS

Artists, students and craft enthusiasts can choose from a variety of wonderful Pentel Arts products, made from quality materials and available in brilliant colours. Perfect for painting, drawing, decorating or designing, let your creativity flourish with Pentel Arts.

Our oil pastels collection offers a range of up to 49 colours, with lovely blending properties, while our water brushes can be used with many media to create beautiful effects.

We also offer good quality colour pencils for sketching and drawing, and our pen collection includes acid-free gel ink pens, perfect for scrapbooking.
Oil Pastels

- Brilliant, fade-resistant colours
- Creamy softness makes pastels easy to lay down and produce varying textures
- Slow drying time means you can work on a piece for several weeks
- Ideal for most types of paper (including pastel, water colour, cartridge, craft etc.) as well as canvas, oil and acrylic boards
- Great to use in conjunction with watercolours, oil paints and soft pastels
- Superb range of up to 49 colours
- Plus! Class pack of 36 sets of PHN4-12

PHN4-12, 16, 25, 36, 50 & PHN4-12CP

Scan the code to watch Oil Pastel video

N.B. Even if the dyes haven’t been fixed using an iron, Pentel can’t guarantee that the colours will be completely removed after washing.

Some fading may occur after repeated washing of fabric/garments

Fabric Fun Pastel Dye Sticks

- Fun, easy way to transform natural absorbent fabrics with unique designs
- Apply pastels directly onto fabric
- Cover completed design with a clean sheet of paper or cloth, and press over it with a hot iron to set the dyes
- Once set, design is permanent (if you’re not happy with your design, don’t iron it, but wash it out in cold water and start again)
- Works best on natural, absorbent light-coloured fabrics such as cotton, linen or silk
- Sets of 7 or 15 or holiday activity set with 1 pack of PTS-15, t-shirt, templates, fabric gel roller and project book

PTS-7 & 15
PTS15/BN15-SET

Sellerr

PTS-7 & 15
PTS15/BN15-SET
Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Markers

- Semi-permanent formula - won’t run off in a light shower
- Remove with a damp cloth or non-bleach-based household cleaner, and a non-scratch scourer (may be difficult to erase from uneven surfaces)*
- Valve-activated flow, no blobbing or leaking
- Ideal for use on slate chalk boards and non-porous surfaces (e.g. glass)
- Perfect for fêtes, canteens, pubs and clubs, crafts etc.
- Pigment-based ink
- Standard or jumbo size chisel tip

* This product is suitable for use on conventional slate chalkboards and glass. Do not use on vinyl, wood and painted MDF ‘chalk’ boards. For removal tips from suitable surfaces please visit www.pentel.co.uk or scan this code.
Aquash Water Brush

Our Water Brush has a reservoir that can be refilled easily with water as often as desired. By gently squeezing the barrel, water is delivered to the tip. Perfect for creating different aquarelle techniques or mixing colours.

- Suitable for producing aquarelle or water colour-style painting at any time, in any place, without the need for extra equipment
- Extremely durable nylon tip
- Contains water tank with 10ml capacity
- Available individually or as a set of three

Hybrid Gel Grip

- Smooth writing, acid-free gel ink pen with 0.8mm medium tip
- Gold, silver and white or metallic ink colours
- Comfortable rubber grip, ideal for prolonged use
- Great for greeting cards, gift tags, scrapbooking, drawings and photo albums
- Gold, silver and metallic ink, perfect for light and dark coloured papers
- White ink dramatic on dark coloured paper

Bronze and pink ink available while stocks last!

Colour Pencils

- Pre-sharpened woodcase watercolour pencils
- Strong pigment colours
- Ideal for creating watercolour-style effects
- Great to use in conjunction with Aquash Water Brush
- Improved break-resistance
- Hexagonal, anti-roll barrel
- Woodcase derived from well-managed forests
- Packs of 12 or 24

Watercolour Pencils

- Pre-sharpened woodcase watercolour pencils
- Strong pigment colours
- Ideal for creating watercolour-style effects
- Great to use in conjunction with Aquash Water Brush
- Improved break-resistance
- Hexagonal, anti-roll barrel
- Woodcase derived from well-managed forests
- Packs of 12 or 24

Bronze and pink ink available while stocks last!
**Brush Pen with Refills**

- Create fine to broad lines with a single stroke!
- Durable synthetic bristles retain their shape
- Ideal for drawings, cartoons, Manga-style artwork, calligraphy etc
- Permanent black pigment ink
- Water and fade-resistant
- Clean and simple to refill
- Leak-proof fittings

---

**Colour Brush**

- Nylon brush tip pen filled with water-based (dye) ink
- 12 vibrant colours to choose from
- Create beautiful, vivid, translucent, watercolour effects
- Valve-activated for smooth flow, without leaking
- Synthetic fibre tip retains its shape
- Replaceable cartridges
- Excellent for wet-on-wet techniques

---

**Sign Pen**

- The original fibre-tipped pen
- The designer’s choice – perfect for graphics and illustrations
- Bold ink colours allow unsurpassed sketching
- Great for projects, sketching or writing
- Approx. 1.0mm line width
- Dye-based ink
- Contains 83% recycled material*  
  *Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

**Brush Sign Pen**

- Flexible brush-like pen tip
- Perfect for graphics, illustrations and scrapbooks
- 12 vibrant colours to choose from
- Contains 81% recycled material*  
  *Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

**Colour Pen**

- Fine point colour marker with durable fibre tip
- Vivid, water-based (dye) ink colours
- Ideal for graphics and illustrations
- Approx. line width 1.2mm
- Packs of 12 or 24
- Also available in a studio set of 35 plus 5 highlighter pens

---

**Note:** Permanent ink. Will not wash out of clothes. If bristles clog with dry ink, unscrew tip unit, remove the cartridge and rinse tip unit and bristles with warm water.

---

*Scan this code to watch product video*
Large Oil Pastels

- Large diameter sticks
- Easily blended on board, paper or canvas
- Black or white also available in sets of 12 - available while stocks last

Roll ‘n’ Glue

- Water-based glue for paper or card
- Convenient roller action - less mess than ordinary glue
- Safe and odourless
- Clean, simple and economical
- Ideal for craft work, classrooms and projects

Brush Glue

- Brush application for excellent coverage
- Allows glue to be spread evenly and accurately
- Water-based glue for paper or card
- Safe and odourless
- Clean, simple and economical
- Equipped with a valve to prevent spillage
- Ideal for craft work

Express yourself with a delightful writing instrument from Pentel. Our collection of gift pens and pencils features a range of attractive products at affordable prices – perfect for birthdays and celebrations, Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Christmas or the start of a new school term.
STERLING EXECUTIVE ROLLERBALL

- Popular rollerball with sophisticated brushed steel barrel
- Cushioned tip rollerball writes smoothly
- Sturdy pocket clip
- Black ink

XR460 0.6mm tip gives approx a 0.3mm line width
MGN65 Refill

STERLING SYMPHONY ROLLERBALL

- Silver coloured barrel with a stunning rose gold-coloured band
- Smooth flowing gel ink, no skipping or blobbing, for an enjoyable writing experience
- Simple, elegant and comfortable, perfect for everyday use
- Black ink
Refill available while stocks last

K600PG 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width
KFR7 Refill

STERLING ELITE MECHANICAL PENCIL

- Automatic pencil with brushed steel barrel and rubber grip
- 0.5mm lead size with built-in eraser and fixed lead sleeve
- Contoured rubber grip for comfort and control
Available while stocks last

VK8465 0.5mm lead size
Z2-1N Refill-eraser

STERLING EXCEL ROLLERBALL

- Luxury rollerball pen
- Silver coloured or lacquer coated barrel with contrasting silver coloured band
- Smooth flowing gel ink, no skipping or blobbing, for an enjoyable writing experience
- Simple, elegant and comfortable, perfect for everyday use
- Black ink
Refill available while stocks last

K811A, K811W, K600 0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width
KFR7 Refill

STERLING EXCEL RETRACTABLE BALLPOINT

- Simply twist the barrel to advance and retract tip
- Silver coloured or lacquer coated barrel with contrasting silver coloured band
- Simple, elegant and comfortable, perfect for everyday use
- Black ink
Refill available while stocks last

BB11A, BB11W, BB10 0.4mm tip gives approx a 0.4mm line width
KFLT8 Refill
**RETRACTABLE BALLPOINT**

- Elegant ballpoint pen with retractable tip
- Well-balanced barrel
- Fresh and contemporary look
- Cap and barrel - lacquer coating on brass
- Central band - Ni + Cr plating on brass
- Clip - Ni + Cr plating on steel
- Black ink

**GRAPHGEAR 1000 MECHANICAL PENCIL**

- Quality mechanical pencil with brushed steel barrel
- Rubber grip ‘pips’ for added comfort and control
- Sliding sleeve to advance and retract lead
- Lead grade indicator
- Pocket clip sleeve retraction system
- Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads

**RECYCOLOGY**

Recycology from Pentel is a range of filing products, display books, writing and drawing instruments which help to make the world’s resources go further. Made from more than 50% recycled materials the products use fewer valuable virgin resources than standard equivalents, without compromising quality. Many products in the range are long-lasting, refillable and/or reusable.

Inspired by the concept of the 3Rs – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle – Recycology products also incorporate the style and performance associated with Pentel. So, now you can enhance your environment, as well as help to protect it.

Recycology writing instruments are shown within their product families. Look for the Recycology logo throughout this catalogue.

Percentage of recycled material based on the total weight of the product excluding consumable elements.
DISPLAY BOOK SUPERIOR
- Superior quality display book with top-opening pockets
- Title space on spine for easy reference
- Handy inside pocket for business cards, notes, documents, CDs
- Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static pockets with insert paper
- A3 size with 20 pockets
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

DCF132
20 pockets

DISPLAY BOOK WING FRONT POCKET
- Front cover pocket for personalisation of presentations
- "Wing-shaped" pockets make insertion or removal of sheets easy
- Title space on spine for easy reference
- Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static pockets with insert paper
- Available in A4 size with 20 pockets
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

DCF442AI
20 pockets

DISPLAY BOOK WING
- "Wing-shaped" pockets make insertion or removal of sheets easy
- Title space on spine for easy reference
- Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static pockets with insert paper
- Available in A4 size with 20, 40 or 60 pockets
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

DCF442
20 pockets
DCF444
40 pockets
DCF446
60 pockets

DISPLAY BOOK FRESH
- Brightly coloured covers in mouth-watering shades
- Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static pockets with insert paper
- New "wing-shaped" pockets make insertion or removal of sheets easy
- A4 size with 20 pockets
- Mixed pack available
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

DCF542
20 pockets

DISPLAY BOOK VIVID
- Brightly coloured cover in vivid, textured finish
- Title space on spine for easy reference
- Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static pockets
- A4 size with 30 pockets
- Mixed pack available
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

DCF343
30 pockets

RECYCOLOGY
DISPLAY BOOK CLEAR

- Transparent cover in subtle shades
- Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static pockets
- Clear pockets for easy front and back viewing
- A4 size with 20 or 30 pockets
- Mixed pack available (20 pockets)
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

PRESENTATION FILE

- Lightweight, flexible and easy to carry
- Choice of 2 sizes – 7 pockets and 15 pockets
- Put an image in the first pocket to make an easily identifiable front cover
- Pack of 5 by size
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

CLIP FILE

- Handy file for storing short documents
- Easy to use – slide clip to open or close
- Transparent front cover for easy identification of documents
- Holds approximately 20 A4 sheets
- A choice of 5 individual colours or a mixed pack
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

DOCUMENT ENVELOPE

- Takes documents up to 240 x 310mm maximum size
- Envelope-style locking mechanism prevents documents from falling out
- Made from stain and humidity-resistant polypropylene
- Landscape style
- Made from at least 50% recycled material
- Pack of 10 by colour

REFILL POCKET REINFORCED

Extra Strong

- Holes are specially reinforced with black tape to give durability and prolonged use
- Can be used for 2-hole, 4-hole or 30-hole filing
- Pockets are made from extra thick PP film
- Non-reflective, matt finish makes insertion and removal of documents easier and reduces static
- A4 size, pack of 50 pockets
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

DOCUMENT FILE

Expanding Organiser

- Accordion-style expandable pockets can be fixed or contracted for carrying
- Generous length of hook and loop fastener tape can take a large quantity of documents
- Inside are two business card-sized pockets and space for inserting pen
- Contains index cards for convenient organisation
- Cut off card along perforation and fold it double to use
- Made from at least 50% recycled material

PACKS AVAILABLE WHILE STOCKS LAST
Colourful, informative, full of impact: these are the key features of our merchandising units. From 24-piece mini packs, ideal for till point or counters, to floor-standing display units for loose products and blister cards, we’ve got merchandising solutions for a breadth of Pentel products.

Where space is limited our mini packs maximise awareness in the smallest of areas, while Ultima display systems are the perfect, one-stop solution for a wide range of Pentel products. As our range is changing all the time please contact your Pentel representative for the most up-to-date information.
**Retractable Liquid Gel Pen**
- 24 pce display
- Contains 24 pcs A
- Product information on page 9
- £6/€7.20 donated to The Marie Keating Foundation for every display sold

**Oh!Gel**
- 36 pce display
- Contains 18 pcs A, 6 pcs B and 12 pcs C
- Product information on page 12

**Handwriter**
- 48 pce class pack
- Contains 48 pcs A or C with 1 pcs D free of charge
- Product information on page 19

**Maxiflo Eraser Sets**
- Available in medium bullet point or fine bullet point
- Each set contains 1 pcs each of A, B, C, D and a magnetic eraser
- Product information on page 26

**MaxiflO**
- MWL55 and MWL65
- 48 pce display
- Any combination of colour or tip, you choose the loading
- Holds 2 x MWL55/MAG/4-M
- Product information on page 26

**Brush Sign Pen**
- 24 pce display
- Contains 2 pcs each, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, N, P, R, S, V and Y
- Product information on page 48

**Tub Displays**
- Versatile acetate tub with lid
- Can hold between 12 and 30 pcs, depending on product
- Ideal for till points and impulse purchasing

**Illumina**
- 30 pce display
- Contains 12 pcs G, 6 pcs each F, K & P
- Product information on page 30

**Correct Express**
- 24 pce display
- Contains 24 pcs ZLE52-W
- Product information on page 39

**Hi-Polymer BaRas**
- 48 pce display or 36 pce display
- Contains 48 pcs ZEH405
- Contains 36 pcs ZEH10
- Product information on page 40

**Roll’n’Glue**
- 55ml bottle class pack
- Contains 24 pcs ERS01 plus 1 set PHN4-12 free of charge
- Product information on page 50

**Oil Pastels**
- 36 pce class pack
- Contains 36 sets of PHN4-12
- Product information on page 42
Sidewinder
• Eye-catching 4 tier hanging display unit
• Ideal for merchandising a range of Pentel products
• Houses a multitude of products in a compact counter space

PM Display
• 36 piece empty display available with product order
• Individual product locators display product attractively
• Versatile unit with mini tester pad and optional header

Ultima 1000
• Free-standing display unit with stylish, contemporary look
• Reposition stock trays easily and quickly
• Can be supplied with a digital photo frame holder
• Includes 24 acrylic trays with dividers, suitable for a wide variety of loose Pentel product
• Euro hooks for blister cards and lead tray insert available as optional extras
• Back-up stock box at base of unit

Ultima 500
• New sturdy free-standing display unit, with illuminated LED header
• Slatwall system provides flexibility to reposition stock easily and quickly
• Supplied with 14 acrylic trays with dividers
• Euro hooks for blister cards available as an optional extra
• Lockable stock box at base of unit

REFILLS

LRN6
Refill for BLN75

LR7
Refill for BL77, BL57, BL407, BL107, BL77P & BL77SW

LPR5
Refill for BLP75

LPR7
Refill for BLP77

MWR1
Refill for MW50/60M
Available while stocks last

Z2-1N
Refill eraser for mechanical pencils

ER-S
Refill for ER501-SE

LR10
Refill for BL60, BL110

KLR7
Refill for KL257
Available while stocks last

FR
Refill for GFL

NR2
Refill for N200
Available while stocks last

KFLT8
Refill for BB11 & BB10

FP10
Refill for XGFKP

BK5BJ
Refill for LCB20

LR15
Refill for BL77, BL57, BL407, BL107, BL77P & BL77SW

LRP15
Refill for BLP75

LRP17
Refill for BLP77

KR15
Refill for KL257
Available while stocks last

KFL15
Refill for BB11 & BB10

FP15
Refill for XGFKP

BK5BJ
Refill for LCB20

For more information on our merchandising units please contact your Pentel representative or call us on 00 44 (0) 1793 823333.
Our bold, eye-catching red and white blistercards certainly stand out from the crowd. The front of the cards demonstrate a simple, uncluttered approach, showing the most important product information - such as tip size or feature - and allowing the product to be the main focal point of the packaging.

The rear of the cards provides more detailed product information, as well as suggestions for other products of interest within our range.

Find out more about our range, call your Pentel representative today.